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Introduction

Youth’s departure from elections has been observed for several decades. In 2011, only 38.8% of youth cast a ballot, accounting for much of the broader decline in turnout. In 2015, Harell and Gosselin argue there’s reason to believe the federal election garnered more interest and excitement among young people. While not unusual to find lower turnout rates among youth, Pammett et al. argue youth are entering the electorate at a slower rate and in smaller numbers than in previous decades. This is a serious problem, Howe argues, because voting is a habitual activity: after turning 18, those who vote in the first three elections are likely to continue to do so throughout their lives. Scholars are divided as to the precise cause in younger voters’ absence at the ballot box. Three schools of thought emerge.

Generational Value Shift

Inglehart argues that values have shifted from a materialist outlook among older generations to one characterized by post-materialism among youth. According to Inglehart, post-materialist values place higher emphasis on more meaningful levels of participation than simply casting a ballot once every four years. Consequently, youth exhibit lower levels of civic duty and political efficacy (two important precursors to voting). Wattenberg adds that this value change is shaped by the rapidly changing media environment, exposure to politics, and a lack of shared experiences.

Institutional Factors

An alternative approach claims that political and institutional changes, such as lowering the voter age (from 21 to 18 in 1970) and fewer “tight” races, have reduced recent cohorts’ propensity to vote. Blais disagrees, and concludes the generational differences cannot arise purely from differences in the institutional context because their impact is conditional on the presence of other factors (such as civic duty).
A third approach argues that youth are neither disengaged nor tuned out. Scholars assert that traditional attempts to measure youth’s engagement focuses too narrowly on voting, and thereby fail to capture the diversity of ways young people engage in politics. Research by Samara Canada supports this claim: across eighteen political activities, spanning civic, informal, and formal activities, as well as political discussion, youth (18-29) participate in most activities at the same, or higher, rate as older Canadians.

The majority of youth in Canada report talking about politics: 57% have discussed politics face to face or over the phone, while 48% have discussed politics via email or text and circulated, reposted, or commented on political information. Young Canadians are more likely to sign a petition, boycott products, and protest. Even across formal political engagement, youth were much more likely to attend political meetings, volunteer on a campaign, and organize events about politics.

One possible reason youth’s broader participation does not translate to the ballots cast is because they are much less likely to be contacted by politicians and parties. Such political contact – at the door, by phone or by mail during elections – is shown to increase the likelihood someone will vote. In 2011, Elections Canada found that young people who were contacted by a politician or political party were more likely to vote. Samara found that only 55% of those under 29 had been contacted by a party or candidate, compared to 75% of Baby Boomers.

To increase youth’s political engagement, political parties and politicians can improve upon three areas. Firstly, parties and politicians need to be innovative in their online communication since youth are harder to reach via traditional outreach methods. Online platforms should be considered a place to begin a dialogue with youth, rather than a venue to simply broadcast political messages. Second, parties would be well served to consider a more open style of party membership that allows young people to participate in party politics without being exclusionary. Compared to previous generations, youth today exhibit weaker partisan attachments. Finally, “youth” are not a homogenous group, and their interests often intersect with other political and socio-economic concerns. In turn, this intersectionality shapes much of their political outlook. Despite the challenges to youth engagement, research suggests that there can be long-term electoral advantages for parties that effectively engage youth.
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